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**Order of the music for the film *The Pale Memory*:**

I: The Pale Memory – Credits  
II: Fence  
*Interlude A*  
III: Chimney  
*Interlude B*  
IV: Book  
*Interlude A*  
V: City  
*Interlude B*  
VI: Tower  
*Interlude A*  
VII: Clumps  
*Interlude B*  
VIII: Tunnel  
*Interlude A*  
IX: Wave  
*Interlude B*  
X: Donut Shop

Note: In a concert performance, play **I: The Pale Memory - Credits** as a conclusion to the set.
I: The Pale Memory - Credits
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Alternating with **Interlude B**, each successive repetition of the individual interludes should be progressively faster.
Alternating with Interlude A, each successive repetition of the individual interludes should be progressively faster.